
 

DAVID ASUZOR  

Portfolio : https://www.datascienceportfol.io/david 

Phone: +2348160044465  

email: asuzordavid@gmail.com 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/asuzor-david-

5664a0175?utm_source=share&utm_campaign=share_via&utm_content=profile&utm_mediu

m=android_app 

Medium: medium.com/@asuzordavid 

 

Bio Data: 

Professional Urban Planner, Certified Data Analyst and Business Manager, 

Researcher and Writer. 

Skil ls Summary 

Hard skills: Microsoft Office, Excel, PowerPoint, Google Suite, Tableau, R, Python, SQL, 

Microsoft Power automate, Microsoft Power BI  

Soft skills: Leadership, Organization, Planning, Management, Multitasking  

Education 

B.Tech Urban and Regional Planning/Second class Honors Upper 

Divison  

Comprehensively tutored on the aspects of Urban and Regional Planning not limited to 

Neighborhood planning, Environmental Impact Assessment, Sociology in Planning, Traffic and 

Transportation Planning and Urban Renewal. 

Experience 

Ustream web3 startup.  

Performed extensive web scraping to gather investors data, developed time optimization 

strategies to meet up with numerous investor meetings on behalf of my startup, performing HR 

operations to credibly vet and hire multi disciplinary talent for specific roles within the 

company. 

 

UN global hunger report. 

Provided research and feedback on the large dataset identifying gaps, challenges, and 

needs of the countries listed battling with food insecurity. 

Recommended research –tailored action strategies for strategic timely reduction of hot zones 

in food deficiency. 
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Financial modelling and visualization 

Performed data entry and cleaning as may be required on beneficiary data for upload. 

Carried out de-duplication tasks in the dataset to retain single entries for all fields.  

 

Data Analysis task for Dobble Hq 

Data Analysis Web scraping Research 

Top Exporters List from Nigeria. Compiled a comprehensive list of 100 exporters of goods and 

services from Nigeria. For each exporter, included the following information: Industry or sector 

they operate in. The destination countries they primarily export to. The LinkedIn profile of their 

CEO.  

 

Tableau presentations 

Curated and designed visualizations showing hidden trends in global issues such as COVID-19 

vaccination data per household, community, region, state and continent. 

 

Data Analysis, demand forecasting and performance            

tracking. 

Demand forecasting and business performance tracking for a business owner to track 

consumer demand and revenue patterns. 

 

Performed business opportunity analysis for solar products  in Port Harcourt City. 

Statistically analyzed large data sets to identify effective ways of boosting organizational 

efficiency.Using data analytics, I derived logical conclusions and forecasts from implementing 

strategies that can improve business performance. 

 

Internships 

➢ Imo state Ministry of Lands,Survey and Urban Planning (2019-2020) 

Sketched design concepts, researched city planning frameworks, researched methods 

on community outreach processes. 

Maintained expansive parkland data sets using ArcGIS software to attain 

accountability for government databases. 

 

➢ Owerri Community Development Authority (O.C.D.A 2022) 

Performed clerical tasks such as processing documents, producing reports and 

presentations, responding to calls and correspondence, and managing schedules. 

 

➢ Umuahia Capital Development Authority (2022-2023) 

Provided support to a team of community planners. 

Assisted staff in collecting and preparing data for various planning projects. 

Conducted field work, collected parcel data and searched land records. 

Prepared maps and planning reports of limited or variable complexity. 
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Produced sketches and renderings of limited or variable complexity. 

Assisted planning staff at community meetings 

Presented report findings at community meetings 

Researched funding sources and wrote grant proposals 

Conducts basic office functions as needed, such as data entry, file management, and 

customer service. 

 

Internship Organizations where I acquired Data Analytics Industry 

Training. 

Meryres Pre Internship Program| H.R Crunch 1.0| Google Analytics School| Analogue Shifts 

Data Camp Training | Data camp Scholars Training Program| Kinplus Ido-Ekiti Training. 

 

Volunteer Groups. 

UrWeb (DAO community) | Rebirth Community| HR Crunch 1.0 | Readersketch Family | 

MoveUp Nigeria Program | URPSAN Sports Team | Futo Election Monitoring Team. 

Awards and Acknowledgements  

Google Coursera Course completion/TechUp Africa Course 

completion/Microsoft AI Challenge and Power BI course 

completion.  

Thoroughly completed all modules and chapters of the above  courses with all their outlines 

to acquire useful data analytical skills not limited to data presentation, data cleaning, data 

reporting, research and insight generation. 
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